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Abstract 

A method and system are provided for converting a hierarchical data 

structure into a flat data structure based on a schema. The format of the hierarchical 

5 data structure may be XML. A hierarchical data structure conforming to a schema is 

loaded into an application program. The data structure includes elements and 

attributes linked together in a parent-child relationship. The schema defines the 

hierarchical relationships between the elements and attributes in the hierarchical data 

structure. After the hierarchical data structure conforming to the schema has been 

10 loaded, a plurality of layout rules is applied to the hierarchical data based on the 

schema to create a flat data structure. The layout rules determine how the 

hierarchical data will be inserted in the flat data structure. The layout rules may be 

applied by identifying properties in the schema which identify occurrence 

requirements for elements defined in the schema. After the layout rules have been 

15 applied to the hierarchical data, the hierarchical data is rendered into a spreadsheet 

by inserting the data in rows and columns.
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Technical Field 

The present invention relates generally to the conversion of highly hierarchical data 

structures into non-hierarchical (or flat) data structures. More particularly, the present 

5 invention relates to receiving input data associated with a schema in a standard format and 

converting it into a flat table data structure based on the schema.  

Background 

Historically, computer systems and databases have contained data in incompatible 

10 formats. As the organizations utilizing these systems and databases became more 

automated and computerized, the need to share data over computer networks, such as the 

Internet, became more and more prevalent. Due to this need, standard formats for the 

sharing of data were developed.  

One such standard format developed is Extensible Markup Language ("XML").  

15 XML is a very hierarchical data format, which includes a multitude of data structures 

having parent-child relationships. In the XML data format, the children of each parent 

may have further children, which in turn may have still further children, and so on. Due to 

the advent of this standard data format, many computer users have converted the 

aforementioned databases to the standard XML data format. The XML format also allows 

20 computer users to tailor their data to specific documents using schemas. Schemas provide 

mechanisms to define and describe the structure, content, and to some extent semantics of 

XML documents.  

Along with the advent of the personal computer on the modern business landscape 

came many useful application programs including those utilizing electronic spreadsheets.  

25 Electronic spreadsheets typically operate on data contained in a matrix of cells comprising 

columns and rows. Generally, this data format is contained in a single table and is a very 

flat data structure in that the data is not maintained in hierarchical data structure utilized by 

XML.  

With the ease of availability of the personal computer, many users have become 

30 proficient in their use and more specifically, in using electronic spreadsheet application 

programs. While electronic spreadsheets offer may advantages over prior conventional
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means, they also utilize a flat data structure. With huge amounts of data stored in 

hierarchical formats such as XML, the electronic spreadsheet with its flat data structure 

had no means to access this wealth of data, thus a means for accessing it with a spreadsheet 

has become desirable. While there are programs currently capable of converting XML 

5 formatted data into a spreadsheet, current programs fail to take into account the data 

relationships defined in schemas associated with hierarchical formatted documents. As a 

result, the display of hierarchical data contained in a document in a spreadsheet using 

current programs may be vastly different than the display intended by the author of the 

document.  

10 It is desired to provide a method and computer system for converting a hierarchical 

data structure into a flat data structure that alleviate one or more of the above difficulties, 

or at least provide a useful alternative.  

Summary 

15 In accordance with the present invention, there is provided a method for converting 

a hierarchical data structure into a flat data structure comprising: 

in an application program, loading hierarchical data conforming to a schema 

wherein the hierarchical data includes elements and attributes linked together in a parent

child relationship, wherein the schema defines hierarchical relationships between the 

20 elements and attributes; 

identifying properties in the schema, wherein the properties identify occurrence 

requirements for the elements defined in the schema; 

applying a plurality of layout rules to the hierarchical data based on the identified 

properties to create the flat data structure; and 

25 rendering the hierarchical data so that the hierarchical data is inserted in rows and 

columns in the flat data structure.  

The present invention also provides a computer system for converting a 

hierarchical data structure into a flat data structure comprising: 

30 a memory for storing: 

the hierarchical data structure,
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a schema associated with the flat data structure, and 

the flat data structure; and 

a processing unit functionally coupled to the memory, for executing computer

executable instructions operable for: 

5 loading the hierarchical data conforming to the schema, wherein the 

hierarchical data includes elements and attributes linked together in a parent-child 

relationship, wherein the schema defines hierarchical relationships between the elements 

and attributes; 

identifying properties in the schema, wherein the properties identify 

10 occurrence requirements for the elements defined in the schema; 

applying a plurality of layout rules based on the identified properties to 

create the flat data structure; and 

rendering the hierarchical data so that the hierarchical data is inserted in 

rows and columns in the flat data.  

15 

Brief Description of the Drawings 

Some embodiments of the present invention are hereinafter described, by way of 

example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

Fig. I is a block diagram of a computer system that provides the illustrative operating 

20 environment for the present invention.  

Fig. 2 illustrates an operational flow for converting XML data into a flat data structure 

based on input XML schema data according to an embodiment of the present invention.  

Fig. 3 illustrates an operational flow for applying layout rules to XML data according to 

various embodiments of the present invention.  

25 Fig. 4 is a screenshot illustrating a flat data structure resulting from converted XML data 

according to an illustrative embodiment of the present invention.  

Fig. 5 is a screenshot illustrating a flat data structure resulting from converted XML data 

according to an illustrative embodiment of the present invention.
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Fig. 6 is a screenshot illustrating a flat data structure resulting from converted XML data 

according to an illustrative embodiment of the present invention.  

Fig. 7 is a screenshot illustrating a flat data structure resulting from converted XML data 

according to an illustrative embodiment of the present invention.  

5 Fig. 8 is a screenshot illustrating a flat data structure resulting from converted XML data 

according to an illustrative embodiment of the present invention.  

Fig. 9 is a screenshot illustrating a flat data structure resulting from converted XML data 

according to an illustrative embodiment of the present invention.  

Fig. 10 is a screenshot illustrating a flat data structure resulting from converted XML data 

10 according to an illustrative embodiment of the present invention.  

Fig. I1 is a screenshot illustrating a flat data structure resulting from converted XML data 

according to an illustrative embodiment of the present invention.  

Detailed Description 

15 Embodiments of the present invention include a method and system for flattening 

input XML data based on a schema associated with the data. In one embodiment, the 

present invention is incorporated into the "OFFICE" suite of application programs that is 

marketed by Microsoft Corporation of Redmond, Washington. Briefly described, the 

invention provides for receiving data formatted in a hierarchical data structure. An 

20 example of such a format could include XML, however those skilled in the art will 

appreciate that many other database structures are highly hierarchical.  

In the following detailed description, references are made to the accompanying 

drawings that form a part hereof, and in which are shown by way of illustration specific 

embodiments or examples. Referring now to the drawings, in which like numerals 

25 represent like elements through the several figures, embodiments of the present invention 

and the illustrative operating environment will be described.  

Referring now to Fig. 1, an illustrative operating environment for implementing an 

illustrative embodiment of the present invention is shown. Within the illustrative operating 

environment, embodiments of the present invention may operate to facilitate the flattening
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of an XML data structure conforming to a schema into a flat data structure based on the 

schema. However, those skilled in the art should appreciate that the invention may be 

embodied in any type of computer operating environment such as hand-held devices, 

multiprocessor systems, microprocessor-based or programmable consumer electronics, 

5 minicomputers, mainframe computers, and the like. The invention may also be embodied 

in distributed computing environments where tasks are performed by remote processing 

devices.  

The illustrative embodiment of the present invention will be described in the 

general context of a XML flattening program module 36 which receives an input XML 

10 schema data 38 and data from input XML data 37 and converts the data into a flat data 

structure 39 based on the schema data. The flat data structure 39 may be inserted by a 

spreadsheet in the application program. Those skilled in the art will recognize that the 

invention may be implemented in combination with various other program modules (not 

shown). Generally, program modules include routines, programs, components, data 

15 structures, etc., that perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract data types.  

Moreover, those skilled in the art will appreciate that embodiments of the invention may be 

practiced with computer system configurations other than the one shown, that are linked 

through a communications network. In a distributed computing environment, program 

modules may be located in both local and remote memory storage devices.  

20 An illustrative operating environment 10 for implementing the invention includes a 

conventional personal computer system 20, including a processing unit 21, a system 

memory 22, and a system bus 23 that couples the system memory to the processing unit 

21. The system memory 22 includes read only memory (ROM) 24 and random access 

memory (RAM) 25. A basic input/output system 26 (BIOS), containing the basic routines 

25 that help to transfer information between elements within the personal computer 20, such 

as during start-up, is stored in ROM 24. The personal computer 20 further includes a hard 

disk drive 27, a magnetic disk drive 28, e.g., to read from or write to a removable disk 29, 
and an optical disk drive 30, e.g., for reading a CD-ROM disk 31 or to read from or write 

to other optical media. The hard disk drive 27, magnetic disk drive 28, and optical disk 

30 drive 30 are connected to the system bus 23 by a hard disk drive interface 32, a magnetic
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disk drive interface 33, and an optical drive interface 34, respectively. The drives and their 

associated computer-readable media provide nonvolatile storage for the personal 

computer 20. Although the description of computer-readable media above refers to a hard 

disk, a removable magnetic disk and a CD-ROM disk, it should be appreciated by those 

5 skilled in the art that other types of media which are readable by a computer, such as 

magnetic cassettes, flash memory cards, digital video disks, Bernoulli cartridges, and the 

like, may also be used in the exemplary operating environment.



A number of program modules may be stored in the drives and RAM 25, 

including an operating system 35, an XML flattening program module 36, input 

XML data 37, input XML schema data 38, a flat data structure 39, and other 

program modules (not shown).  

5 A user may enter commands and information into the personal computer 

system 20 through a keyboard 40 and pointing device, such as a mouse 42. Other 

input devices (not shown) may include a microphone, joystick, game pad, satellite 

dish, scanner, or the like. These and other input devices are often connected to the 

processing unit 21 through a serial port interface 46 that is coupled to the system 

10 bus, but may be connected by other interfaces, such as a game port or a universal 

serial bus (USB). A monitor 47 or other type of display device is also connected to 

the system bus 23 via an interface, such as a video adapter 48. In addition to the 

monitor, personal computers typically include other peripheral output devices (not 

shown), such as speakers or printers.  

15 The personal computer system 20 may operate in a networked environment 

using logical connections to one or more remote computers, such as a remote 

computer 49. The remote computer 49 may be a server, a router, a peer device or 

other common network node, and typically includes many or all of the elements 

described relative to the personal computer 20, although only a memory storage 

20 device 50 has been illustrated in Fig. 1. The logical connections depicted in Fig. 1 

include a local area network (LAN) 51 and a wide area network (WAN) 52. Such 

networking environments are commonplace in offices, enterprise-wide computer 

networks, intranets and the Internet.  

When used in a LAN networking environment, the personal computer system 

25 20 is connected to the LAN 51 through a network interface 53. When used in a 

WAN networking environment, the personal computer 20 typically includes a 

modem 54 or other means for establishing communications over the WAN 52, such 

as the Internet. The modem 54, which may be internal or external, is connected to 

the system bus 23 via the serial port interface 46. In a networked environment, 

30 program modules depicted relative to the personal computer 20, or portions thereof, 

may be stored in the remote memory storage device. It will be appreciated that the 

network connections shown are illustrative and other means of establishing a 

communications link between the computers may be used. It will be further be 

appreciated that the invention could equivalently be implemented on host or server 
6
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computer systems other than personal computer systems, and could equivalently be 

transmitted to the host computer system by means other than a CD-ROM, for example, by 

way of the network interface 53.  

The present invention may be implemented within a dynamic link library (DLL).  

5 Once example of such a DLL is the MSO.DLL provided in the "OFFICE" suite of 

application programs marketed by the Microsoft Corporation of Redmond Washington. The 

DLL contains a library of executable functions that may be accessed by an application 

program by creating either a static or dynamic link to the DLL. A static link remains constant 

during program execution while a dynamic link is created by the program as needed.  

10 Fig. 2 shows illustrative logical operations performed by the XML flattening 

program module 36 for converting the input XML data 37 into the flat data structure 39 

based on the input XML schema data 38 in the personal computer system 20 described 

above. The logical operations of the various embodiments of the present invention are 

implemented (1) as a sequence of computer implemented acts or program modules running 

15 on a computing system-and/or (2) as interconnected machine logic circuits or circuit 

modules within the computing system. The implementation is a matter of choice 

dependent on the performance requirements of the computing system implementing the 

invention. Accordingly, the logical operations making up the embodiments of the present 

invention described herein are referred to variously as operations, structural devices, acts 

20 or modules. It will be recognized by one skilled in the art that these operations, structural 

devices, acts and modules may be implemented in software, in firmware, in special 

purpose digital logic, and any combination thereof.  

The logical operations begin at load operation 210 where the input XML data 37 

containing hierarchical data is loaded into a memory such as the RAM 25 for use by an 

25 application program, such as a spreadsheet application program. The input XML data 37 

may include a schema embedded in the data which defines the parent-child relationships 

between XML elements and attributes appearing in the data. Optionally, the input XML 

data 37 may include a pointer to the input XML schema data 38 which may be stored on 

the personal computer system 20 or on a remote computer (such as remote computer 49) 
30 accessible by the personal computer system 20 over the network interface 53. It will be 

appreciated that the schema in the input



XML schema data 38 is "mapped" to the flat data structure 39 in the application 

program so that the rows and columns of the spreadsheet correspond to the defined 

hierarchical relationships. The schema may be mapped by a user (i.e., by dragging 

and dropping schema elements into the spreadsheet) or alternatively, the mapping 

5 may be performed automatically by the spreadsheet application program. The 

"mapped" schema is associated with the data in the input XML data 37 once it is 

loaded into the application program.  

Next, the operational flow continues to application operation 215 where the 

XML flattening program module 36 determines how the loaded XML data is to be 

10 inserted based on constructs within the schema which has been mapped to the 

spreadsheet. The XML flattening program module 36 makes its determination by 

applying a series of "layout rules" to the data. The layout rules are based on known 

schema constructs and govern how the data is to be inserted or "flattened." It will 

also be appreciated that the XML flattening program module 36 may flatten the 

15 entire input XML data 37 or a fragment of the data. The XML flattening program 

module 36 flattens fragments from the beginning of the fragment, considering the 

closest common parent of all the nodes of the fragment. After applying the layout 

rules, the XML flattening program module 36 creates the flat data structure. The 

steps comprising application operation 215 are shown in Fig. 3 and will be described 

20 in greater detail below. Finally, the operational flow continues to rendering 

operation 220 where the XML flattening program module 36 renders the "flattened" 

XML data in the spreadsheet. Illustrative screenshots showing how the data is 

rendered in the spreadsheet based on the layout rules is shown in Figs. 4-11 and will 

be described in greater detail below.  

25 Fig. 3 illustrates an operational flow for depicting the steps of application 

operation 215 from Fig. 2 in which the layout rules are applied to the loaded XML 

data by the XML flattening program module 36, based on the schema mapped to the 

spreadsheet. The operational flow begins at identification operation 310 where the 

XML flattening program module 36 identifies properties and element types defined 

30 in the schema. The properties and element types and their associated layout rules 

are summarized below: 

Properties 

All: This property specifies that elements may occur in any order, but may 

only occur once. If the schema contains an All property, the XML flattening 
8



program module 36 will display the elements within this property on the 

same row in the spreadsheet.  

Sequence: This property specifies that elements must occur in the specified 

5 order and may occur zero to more than once. The sequence itself may also 

occur any number of times. If the schema contains a Sequence property, the 

XML flattening program module 36 will display the elements within this 

property on the same row in the spreadsheet unless the schema defines an 

element as occurring more than once.  

10 

Choice: This property specifies that elements do not share a relationship 

with each other and must be chosen (only one occurrence per choice). The 

chosen element, or group may occur zero to more than once. The choice 

itself may also occur more than once. If the schema contains a Choice 

15 property, the XML flattening program module 36 will display the elements 

within this compositor on separate rows in the spreadsheet 

Element Types 

Attribute: Attributes are equivalent to child elements in a schema. If the 

20 schema contains an attribute, the XML flattening program module 36 will 

display the attributes on the same row as its parent element in the 

spreadsheet. The XML flattening program module 36 will also "fill down" 

attributes with other child elements defined in the schema.  

25 Ancestor: Elements having descendants (such as child) are ancestor 

elements. The XML flattening program module 36 will "fill down" ancestor 

elements with their descendants.  

Sibling: Two or more elements having a common parent are sibling 

30 elements. The XML flattening program module 36 will "fill down" sibling 

elements with other sibling elements unless one or more sibling elements 

occurs more than once.  

9



As used in this description and the accompanying claims, the term "fill down" is 

defined as the act of repeating a data value in a table. Thus, even though the data 

may appear only once in the XML data, it will be displayed more than once in the 

table. It should be understood that the All, Sequence, and Choice properties are also 

5 known as compositors. As is known to those skilled in the art, compositors are 

XML schema constructs which identify the occurrence requirements or expectations 

of an element's immediate descendants. Members within the same compositor are 

considered siblings. At step 315, the XML flattening program module 36 reviews 

the schema to determine if it contains an All compositor. If the schema contains an 

10 All compositor, the XML flattening program module 36 will insert the elements 

within this compositor on the same row in the resulting flat data structure at step 

320. If the schema does not contain an All compositor, the XML flattening program 

module 36 determines if the schema contains a Sequence compositor at step 325.  

An example of an input XML schema data 38 defining elements within an 

15 All compositor and a conforming input XML data 37 is shown below: 

Schema Data 

<xsd:element name="root"> 

<xsd:complexType> 

<xsd:sequence> 

20 <xsd:element name="A" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

<xsd:complexType> 

<xsd:all> 

<xsd:element name="B" type="xsd:string" /> 

<xsd:element name="C" type="xsd:string" /> 

25 <xsd:element name="D" type="xsd:string" /> 

<xsd:element name="E" type="xsd: string" /> 

</xsd:all> 

</xsd:complexType> 

</xsd:element> 

30 </xsd:sequence> 

</xsd:complexType> 

</xsd:element> 

Data 
10



<root> 

<A> 

<B>b 1</B> 

<C>c 1</C> 

5 <D>d l</D> 

<E>e 1 </E> 

</A> 

<A> 

<C>c2</C> 

10 <B>b2</B> 

<E>e2</E> 

<D>d2</D> 

</A> 

</root> 

15 

The input XML schema data 38 illustrated in the above example defines a base 

element "A" of the XML data structure. Elements "B," "C," "D," and "E" are 

elements which must be contained within the element "A" and are defined within the 

All compositor. The "bl," "ci," "dl," and "el" in the input XML data 37 for the 

20 schema represent the data contained within the elements "B," 'C,' "D," and "E." 

The "</B>, </C>, </D>, and </E> following the aforementioned data signifies the 

end of each element. Similarly, the input XML data 37 also indicates "C," "B," "E" 

and "D" elements containing data "c2," "b2," "e2," and "d2" respectively, also 

contained within the element "A." 

25 An illustrative resulting flat data structure 39 for the data in the input XML 

data 37 in the above example is shown in Fig. 4. As shown on line 405 in Fig. 4, the 

column headings represent the elements "B," "C," "D," and "E" defined within the 

All compositor in the input XML schema data 38. On line 410, the "bl," "cl," "dl," 

and "el" data is displayed on the same row. Similarly, on line 415, the "b2," "c2," 

30 "d2," and "e2" data is also displayed in the same row. As briefly described above 

the All compositor specifies that elements may be displayed in any order. Thus, it 

will be appreciated that the order in which the elements displayed may be different 

from that shown in Fig. 4.  

11



Returning now to Fig. 3, the XML flattening program module 36 reviews the 

schema to determine if it contains a Sequence compositor at step 325. If the schema 

contains a Sequence compositor, the XML flattening program module 36 will insert 

the elements within this compositor on the same row at step 330 as shown in Fig. 4 

5 above for the All compositor, unless the schema defines an element as occurring 

more than once. If the schema does not contain a Sequence compositor, the XML 

flattening program module 36 determines if the schema contains a Choice 

compositor at step 335.  

An example of an input XML schema data 38 defining elements within a 

10 Sequence compositor and conforming input XML data 37 is shown below: 

Schema Data 

15 <xsd:element name="root"> 

<xsd:complexType> 

<xsd:sequence> 

<xsd:element name="A" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

<xsd:complexType> 

20 <xsd:sequence maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

<xsd:element name="B" type="xsd: string" /> 

<xsd:element name="C" type="xsd: string" /> 

<xsd:element name="D" type="xsd: string" /> 

<xsd:element name="E" type="xsd: string" /> 

25 </xsd:sequence> 

</xsd:complexType> 

</xsd:element> 

</xsd:sequence> 

</xsd:complexType> 

30 </xsd:element> 

Data 

<root> 

<A> 
12



<B>b 1 </B> 

<C>c 1</C> 

<D>d1</D> 

<E>e 1 </E> 

5 <B>b2</B> 

<C>c2</C> 

<D>d2</D> 

<E>e2</E> 

</A> 

10 </root> 

The input XML schema data 38 illustrated in the above example defines elements 

"B," "C," "D," and "E" as unbounded elements (i.e., maxOccurs = "unbounded") 

within the Sequence compositor indicating that the data contained within these 

elements must occur in the specified order and that each element may occur more 

15 than once.  

An illustrative resulting flat data structure 39 for the data in the input XML 

data 37 for the unbounded sequence in the above example is shown in Fig. 5. As 

shown on line 505 in Fig. 5, the column headings represent the elements "B," "C," 

"D," and "E" defined within the Sequence compositor in the input XML schema data 

20 38. On lines 510-525, the "bl," "cl," "dl," and "el" data are inserted on separate 

rows. Similarly, on lines 530-545, the "b2," "c2," "d2," and "e2" data are also 

inserted on separate rows. In an unbounded sequence the children of the sequence 

can appear any number of times. Thus, there is no apparent relationship between the 

siblings. For example, in the input XML data file of the example shown in Fig. 5, it 

25 is impossible to determine that the data sets "bl," "ci," "dl," and "el" and b2," "c2," 

"d2," and "e2" are not related to each other because they have a common parent.  

Returning now to Fig. 3, the XML flattening program module 36 reviews the 

schema to determine if it contains a Choice compositor at step 335. If the schema 

contains a Choice compositor, the XML flattening program module 36 will insert the 

30 elements within this compositor on separate rows at step 340. If the schema does 

not contain a Choice compositor, the XML flattening program module 36 

determines if the schema contains an Attribute property at step 355.  

An example of an input XML schema data 38 defining elements within a 

Choice compositor and a conforming input XML data 37 is shown below: 
13



Schema Data 

<xsd:element name="root"> 

<xsd:complexType> 

5 <xsd:sequence> 

<xsd:element name="A" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

<xsd:complexType> 

<xsd:choice> 

<xsd:element name="B" type="xsd:string" /> 

10 <xsd:element name="C" type="xsd:string" /> 

<xsd:element name="D" type="xsd: string" /> 

<xsd:element name="E" type="xsd:string" /> 

</xsd:choice> 

</xsd:complexType> 

15 </xsd:element> 

</xsd:sequence> 

</xsd:complexType> 

</xsd:element> 

20 Data 

<root> 

<A> 

<E>el </E> 

</A> 

25 <A> 

<C>c2</C> 

</A> 

<A> 

<D>d I </D> 

30 </A> 

<A> 

<B>b 1</B> 

</A> 

</root> 
14



The input XML schema data 38 illustrated in the above example defines elements 

"B,"' ''C,'" "D," and "E" as choice elements within the Choice compositor <xsd: 

choice>, indicating that the data contained within these elements do not share a 

5 relationship with each other. As a result, the XML flattener program module 36 will 

insert each element on a separate row in the spreadsheet.  

An illustrative resulting flat data structure 39 for the data in the input XML 

data 37 for the above example is shown in Fig. 6. As shown on line 605 in Fig. 6, 

the column headings represent the elements "B," "C," "D," and "E" defined within 

10 the Choice compositor in the input XML schema data 38. On lines 610-625, the 
"el ," "c2," "d1," and "bI" data are inserted on separate rows.  

It should be understood that the input XML schema data 38 may include 

compositors nested within other compositors. For example, XML schema data may 

define elements within a Choice compositor which are nested within elements 

15 defined within a Sequence compositor. When flattening nested elements, the XML 

flattening program module 36 inserts the data for each element according to the 

layout rules for each compositor. An example of input XML schema data 38 

defining Choice compositor elements nested within sequence compositor elements 

and conforming input XML data 37 is shown below: 

20 

Schema Data 

<xsd:element name="root"> 

<xsd:complexType> 

<xsd:sequence> 

25 <xsd:element name="A" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

<xsd:complexType> 

<xsd:sequence> 

<xsd:element name="B" type="xsd:string" /> 

<xsd:choice> 

30 <xsd:element name="C" type="xsd:string" /> 

<xsd:element name="D" type="xsd:string" /> 

</xsd:choice> 

<xsd:element name="E" type="xsd:string" /> 

</xsd:sequence> 
15
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</xsd:complexType> 

</xsd:element> 

</xsd:sequence> 

</xsd:complexType> 

5 </xsd:element> 

Data 

<root> 

<A> 

<B>b 1</B> 

10 <C>c 1</C> 

<E>el</E> 

</A> 

<A> 

<B>b2</B> 

15 <D>d I</D> 

<E>e2</E> 

</A> 

</root> 

20 The input XML schema data 38 illustrated in the above example defines elements "B" and 

"E" as Sequence elements indicating that the data contained within these elements must 

occur in the specified order. The input XML schema data 38 also defines elements "C" 

and "D" as Choice elements indicating that the data contained within these elements do not 

share a relationship with each other. Thus, according to the XML schema data 38.  

25 elements "B" and "E" may be in sequence with element "C" or element "D." The XML 

data 37 indicates that the elements "B," "C," and "E" contain the data "bI," "cI," and "el" 

respectively. The XML data 37 also indicates that the elements "B," "D," and "E" contain 

the data "b2," "d I," and "e2." As discussed above, the XML flattener program module 36 

inserts data within Sequence elements on the same row in the spreadsheet (unless 
30 maxOccurs>1) and inserts data within Choice elements on separate rows in the 

spreadsheet.
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Another illustrative embodiment is shown in Figure 7.  

Returning now to Fig. 3, the XML flattening program module 36 reviews the 

schema to determine if it defines attributes for the input XML data 37 at step 345. If the 

schema defines attributes, the XML flattening program module 36 will insert the attributes 

5 on the same row as their parent element content at step 350. The XML flattening program 

module 36 will also "fill down" attributes with the descendants of each parent element 
(e.g., child elements) defined in the schema at step 360. If the schema does not define 
attributes, the XML flattening program module 36 determines if the schema defines 
ancestor elements at step 355.  

10 An example of input XML schema data 38 defining attributes and a conforming 
input XML data 37 is shown below: 

Schema Data 

<xsd:element name="root"> 

15 <xsd:complexType> 

<xsd:sequence> 

<xsd:element name="A" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

<xsd:complexType> 

<xsd:simpleContent> 

20 <xsd:restriction base="xsd:string"> 

<xsd:attribute name="ATTA" type="xsd: integer" /> 
</xsd: restriction> 

</xsd:simpleContent> 

</xsd:complexType> 

25 </xsd:element> 

</xsd:sequence> 

</xsd:complexType> 

</xsd:element>



Data 

<root> 

<A ATTA="1 ">A 1</A> 

5 <A ATTA="2">A2</A> 

<A ATTA="3">A3</A> 

</root> 

The input XML schema data 38 illustrated in the above example defines the element 

10 "A" and the attribute "ATTA" which is further defined as having an integer value 

(specified in the input XML data as "1, "2," or " " 

An illustrative resulting flat data structure 39 for the data in the input XML 

data 37 for the above example is shown in Fig. 8. As shown on line 805 in Fig. 8, 

the column headings represent the attribute "ATTA" and the parent element "A" 

15 defined in the input XML schema data 38. On lines 810-820, the integer attribute 

values "1," "2," and "3" are inserted are each inserted on the same row as parent 

element "A" data "Al," "A2," and "A3." 

Another example of input XML schema data 38 defining attributes and 

conforming input XML data 37 is shown below: 

20 

Schema Data 

<xsd:element name="root"> 

<xsd:complexType> 

<xsd:sequence> 

25 <xsd:element name="A" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

<xsd:complexType> 

<xsd:sequence> 

<xsd:element name="B"> 

<xsd:complexType> 

30 <xsd:sequence> 

<xsd:element name="C" type="xsd: string" /> 

<xsd:element name="D" type="xsd: string" /> 

</xsd:sequence> 

</xsd:complexType> 
18



</xsd:element> 

</xsd:sequence> 

<xsd:attribute name="ATTA" type="xsd:integer" /> 

</xsd:complexType> 

5 </xsd:element> 

</xsd:sequence> 

</xsd:complexType> 

</xsd:element> 

10 Data 

<root> 

<A ATTA="213"> 

<B> 

<C>C 1</C> 

15 <D>DI</D> 

</B> 

<B> 

<C>C2</C> 

<D>D2</D> 

20 </B> 

</A> 

</root> 

The input XML schema data 38 illustrated in the above example defines the attribute 

25 "ATTA" (having an integer value of "213") with the parent element "A" as well as 

child elements "C" and "D" within the element "B." 

An illustrative resulting flat data structure 39 for the data in the input XML 

data 37 for the above example is shown in Fig. 9. As shown on line 905 in Fig. 9, 

the column headings represent the attribute "ATTA" and the repeating child 

30 elements "C" and "D." The data for repeating child elements "C" and "D" are 

inserted on lines 910 and 915. The data value "213" for the attribute "ATTA" is also 

inserted alongside the data for child elements "C" and "D" on lines 910 and 915.  

Thus, the data for the attribute "ATTA" which does not repeat is filled down with 

the data for the repeating child elements "C" and "D." 
19



Returning now to Fig. 3, the XML flattening program module 36 reviews the 

schema to determine if it defines ancestor elements for the input XML data 37 at 

step 355. If the schema defines ancestor elements, the XML flattening program 

module 36 will "fill down" the ancestor elements with their descendants at step 365.  

5 If the schema does not define ancestor elements, the XML flattening program 

module 36 determines if the schema defines sibling elements at step 370.  

An example of an input XML schema data 38 defining ancestor elements and 

a conforming input XML data 37 is shown below: 

10 Schema Data 

<xsd:element name="root"> 

<xsd:complexType> 

<xsd:sequence> 

<xsd:element name="A" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

15 <xsd:sequence> 

<xsd:element name="B" type="xsd:string" max/> 

</xsd:sequence> 

</xsd:element> 

<xsd:element name="C" type="xsd:string" /> 

20 </xsd:sequence> 

</xsd:complexType> 

</xsd:element> 

Data 

25 <root> 

<A> 

<B>B 1</B> 
</A> 

<A> 

30 <B>B2</B> 

</A> 

<C>C 1</C> 
</root> 

20
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The input XML schema data 38 illustrated in the above example specifies that element "A" 

is an ancestor of element "B." In the input XML data 37, element "B" contains the data 

"BI " and "B2," while the element "C" contains the content "Cl." 

An illustrative resulting flat data structure 39 for the data in the input XML data 37 

5 for the above example is shown in Fig. 10. As shown on line 1005 in Fig. 10, the column 

headings represent the elements "B" and "C." The data for repeating element "B" is 
inserted on lines 1010 and 1015. The data for ancestor element "C" "fills down" along 
with the data for element "B." 

Returning now to Fig. 3, the XML flattening program module 36 reviews the 
10 schema to determine if it defines sibling elements for the input XML data 37 at step 370.  

If the schema defines sibling elements, the XML flattening program module 36 XML 
flattening program module 36 will "fill down" sibling elements with other sibling elements 
unless one or more sibling elements occurs more than once. If the schema does not define 
sibling elements, the operative flow continues to step 380 where the XML flattening 

15 program module 36 returns to the schema to determine if there are any more properties. If 
there are more properties defined in the schema, the operative flow returns to step 315 
where the XML flattening program module 36 determines the identity of the next property.  
If there are no more properties defined in the schema, the operative flow returns to the 
rendering operation 220 in Fig. 2.  

20 An example of an input XML schema data 38 defining sibling elements and a 
conforming input XML data 37 is shown below: 

Schema Data 

<xsd:element name="root"> 

25 <xsd:complexType> 

<xsd:sequence> 

<xsd:element name="A" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 

<xsd:element name="B" type="xsd:string" /> 
</xsd:sequence> 

30 </xsd:complexType> 

</xsd:element>
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Data 

<root> 

<A>AI </A> 

5 <A>A2</A> 

<B>B1</B> 

</root> 

The input XML schema data 38 illustrated in the above example specifies that elements 
10 "A" and "B" are siblings. In the input XML data 37, element "A" contains the data "A l" 

and "A2," while the element "B" contains the content "B L" 

An illustrative resulting flat data structure 39 for the data in the input XML data 37 
for the above example is shown in Fig. 11. As shown on line 1105 in Fig. I1, the column 
headings represent the elements "A" and "B." The data for repeating element "A" is 

15 inserted on lines 1 110 and 1115. The data for sibling element "B" "fills down" along with 
the data for element "A." 

It should be understood that when two or more sibling elements, ancestor elements, 
or ancestor sibling elements are defined as occurring more than once in a schema, a 
Cartesian product is created. Cartesian products are the result of elements being combined 

20 into several combinations without any defined meaning. For example, if a sibling elements 
"A" and "B" are both defined in a schema as unbounded (i.e., occurring more than once), 
any number of element "As" would have to be inserted with any number of element "Bs." 
Cartesian products are often undesirable because they typically result in very large data 
sets. For example, given two columns of data each with "m" and "n" rows, a Cartesian 

25 product would result when the "m" rows are multiplied by the "n" rows of data. This could 
lead to very huge datasets as the number of rows and the number of columns increase.  
Furthermore, it is difficult to determine the relationships of data in Cartesian products 
resulting in huge data sets especially since the data sets might not have originally been 
related at all. As a result, the XML flattener program module 36 does not "fill down" these 

30 elements.
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In view of the foregoing, it will be appreciated that the present invention provides a 

method and system for converting a hierarchical data structure into a flat data structure 

based on a schema. While the invention has been particularly shown and described with 

reference to illustrative embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the 

5 art that various other changes in the form and details may be made therein.  

Throughout this specification and claims which follow, unless the context requires 

otherwise, the word "comprise", and variations such as "comprises" and "comprising", will 
be understood to imply the inclusion of a stated integer or step or group of integers or steps 

10 but not the exclusion of any other integer or step or group of integers or steps.  

The reference in this specification to any prior publication (or information derived 
from it), or to any matter which is known, is not, and should not be taken as an 
acknowledgment or admission or any form of suggestion that that prior publication (or 

15 information derived from it) or known matter forms part of the common general 
knowledge in the field of endeavour to which this specification relates.
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THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

I. A method for converting a hierarchical data structure into a flat data 
structure comprising: 

5 in an application program, loading hierarchical data conforming to a schema 
wherein the hierarchical data includes elements and attributes linked together in a parent
child relationship, wherein the schema defines hierarchical relationships between the 
elements and attributes; 

identifying properties in the schema, wherein the properties identify 
10 occurrence requirements for the elements defined in the schema; 

applying a plurality of layout rules to the hierarchical data based on the 
identified properties to create the flat data structure; and 

rendering the hierarchical data so that the hierarchical data is inserted in 
rows and columns in the flat data structure.  

15 

2. The method of claim I, wherein said loading includes loading the 
hierarchical data and the schema, the schema being separate from the hierarchical data, and 
the hierarchical relationships are between the elements and attributes appearing in the 
hierarchical data.  

20 

3. The method of claim I or 2, wherein the properties include a first property 
specifying: 

the order in which the elements occur in the hierarchical data; and 
the minimum and maximum number of times that each element may occur 

25 in the hierarchical data.  

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the first property is a sequence compositor.  

5. The method of claim 3, wherein the first property is an all compositor.  
30
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6. The method of any one of claims 3 to 5, wherein the layout rules include 

inserting each element on the same row within the flat data structure according to the first 

property.  

5 7. The method of any one of claims 3 to 6, wherein the layout rules include 
inserting each element on a separate row within the flat data structure according to the first 
property if the maximum number of occurrences of each element is greater than one.  

8. The method of any one of claims I to 7, wherein the properties include a 
10 second property specifying the minimum and maximum number of times that chosen 

elements may occur in the hierarchical data.  

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the second property is a choice compositor.  

15 10. The method of claim 8 or 9, wherein the layout rules include inserting each 
chosen element on a separate row within the flat data structure according to the second 
property.  

1]. The method of any one of claims I to 10, wherein the layout rules include 
20 inserting each attribute within the flat data structure.  

12. The method of any one of claims I to 11, wherein the layout rules include 
inserting each attribute on the same row as the content of its parent element within the flat 
data structure.  

25 

13. The method of any one of claims I to 12, wherein the layout rules include 
inserting each attribute on the same row as the content of its parent element within the flat 
data structure for each and every occurrence of the content.  

30 14. The method of any one of claims I to 13, wherein the hierarchical data 
includes ancestor elements and sibling elements.
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15. The method of claim 14, wherein the layout rules include inserting ancestor 

elements on the same row as their descendants within the flat data structure for each and 
every occurrence of the descendants.  

5 

16. The method of claim 14 or 15, wherein the layout rules include inserting 
sibling elements on the same row for each sibling occurring more than once.  

17. The method of claim 14 or 15, wherein the layout rules include inserting 
10 each sibling element on a separate row within the flat data structure if the maximum 

number of occurrences of a plurality of the sibling elements is greater than one.  

18. The method of any one of claims I to 17, wherein the hierarchical data is 
XML data.  

15 

19. The method of any one of claims I to 18, wherein the application program 
is a spreadsheet application program.  

20. The method of any one of claims I to 19, wherein the flat data structure is 
20 readily usable by an electronic spreadsheet.  

21. A method for converting a hierarchical data structure into a flat data 
structure, substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to the accompanying 
drawings.  

25 

22. A computer system for converting a hierarchical data structure into a flat 
data structure comprising: 

a memory for storing: 

the hierarchical data structure, 
30 a schema associated with the flat data structure, and 

the flat data structure; and
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a processing unit functionally coupled to the memory, for executing 

computer-executable instructions operable for: 

loading the hierarchical data conforming to the schema, wherein the 

hierarchical data includes elements and attributes linked together in a parent-child 

5 relationship, wherein the schema defines hierarchical relationships between the elements 

and attributes; 

identifying properties in the schema, wherein the properties identify 

occurrence requirements for the elements defined in the schema; 

applying a plurality of layout rules based on the identified properties 

10 to create the flat data structure; and 

rendering the hierarchical data so that the hierarchical data is 

inserted in rows and columns in the flat data.  

23. The system of claim 22, wherein the properties include a first property 

15 specifying: 

the order in which the elements occur in the hierarchical data; and 

the minimum and maximum number of times that each element may occur 

in the hierarchical data.  

20 24. The system of claim 23, wherein the first property is a sequence 

compositor.  

25. The system of claim 23, wherein the first property is an all compositor.  

25 26. The system of any one of claims 22 to 25, wherein the properties include a 

second property specifying the minimum and maximum number of times that chosen 

elements may occur in the hierarchical data.  

27. The system of claim 26, wherein the second property is a choice 

30 compositor.
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28. The system of any one of claims 23 to 27, wherein the layout rules include 

inserting each element on the same row within the flat data structure according to the first 

property.  

5 29. The system of any one of claims 23 to 28, wherein the layout rules include 

inserting each element on a separate row within the flat data structure according to the first 

property if the maximum number of occurrences of each element is greater than one.  

30. The system of any one of claims 26 to 29, wherein the layout rules include 

10 inserting each chosen element on a separate row within the flat data structure according to 

the second property.  

31. The system of any one of claims 22 to 30, wherein the layout rules include 

inserting each element having content within the flat data structure.  

15 

32. The system of any one of claims 22 to 31, wherein the layout rules include 

inserting each attribute within the flat data structure.  

33. The system of any one of claims 22 to 32, wherein the layout rules include 

20 inserting each attribute on the same row as the content of its parent element within the flat 

data structure.  

34. The system of any one of claims 22 to 33, wherein the layout rules include 

inserting each attribute on the same row as the content of its parent element within the flat 

25 data structure for each and every occurrence of the content.  

35. The system of any one of claims 22 to 34, wherein the layout rules include 

inserting ancestor elements on the same row as their descendants within the flat data 

structure for each and every occurrence of the descendants.  

30
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36. The system of any one of claims 22 to 35, wherein the layout rules include 

inserting sibling elements on the same row for each sibling occurring more than once.  

37. The system of any one of claims 22 to 36, wherein the hierarchical data is 

5 XML data.  

38. The system of any one of claims 22 to 37, wherein the application program 

is a spreadsheet application program.  

10 39. The system of any one of claims 22 to 38, wherein the flat data structure is 

readily usable by an electronic spreadsheet.  

40. The system of any one of claims 22 to 39, wherein the computer-executable 

instructions are operable for: 

15 loading the schema and loading the hierarchical data conforming to the schema, 

wherein the hierarchical data includes data fields and data content linked together in a 

hierarchical relationship, wherein the schema defines hierarchical relationships between 

the elements and attributes; wherein the schema is separate from the hierarchical data 

identifying properties from the schema, wherein the properties identify occurrence 

20 requirements for the data fields defined in the schema; 

applying a plurality of layout rules based on the identified properties to create the 

flat data structure; and 

rendering the hierarchical data so that the hierarchical data is inserted in rows and 

columns in the flat data structure.  

25 

41. A system for converting a hierarchical data structure into a flat data 

structure, substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to the accompanying 

drawings.  

30 42. A computer-readable medium having computer-executable instructions for 

executing the method of any one of claims 1 to 21.
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